
MINI - CLASS SIGN UPS ~ 2019 

 
Each ringer has the option to take one class over their lunch period.  Please indicate the 
number of ringers for each class; we do not need their names.  Example:  Your group has 4 
ringers ~ sign up for a total of 4 classes. 
 
# of ringers DESCRIPTION OF CLASSES 
 
______ How Am I Supposed to Ring THAT? ~ This class addresses creative “outside 

the box” solutions to common ringing challenges in beginning-level to mid-
level choirs (mostly chromatics, but also some discussion on multiple mallets, 
etc.) using “standard” Allured-method assignments.  Weaving, Four-In-Hand 
Ringing, Bell Displacement, Bell Reassignments, Duplicate Bells, and 
“Neighbor Favors” are all discussed. Instructor:  Michael Glasgow 

 
  How to Mark Your Handbell Music ~  
  Instructor: Cheryl Rogers 
 
______ Ceramic Tile Coasters ~ Join us to craft and stamp your own unique musical 

coaster.  Make a gift for a friend, or keep it for yourself! 
    
______ Movement for Improvement ~ Can’t get your ringers to hit that chord at the 

same time? Ever feel like you’re “almost together?” Come play rhythm games 
with us and exchange ideas for creatively nurturing ringing cohesion. We will 
be moving using Dalcroze concepts and testing our outcomes on the bells. 

   Instructor: Terry Busch 
 
______ Reading Session ~ Jeffers Handbell Supply will be sending 8-10 selections of 

Level 2-3 music for us to read through.  They will be available for purchase 
during the 2nd lunch period.  Instructor: Kathy Ford 

 
______ Making the Most of 12 Bells ~ There is more to 12-bell music than meets the 

eye.  This class will give an introduction to the types of 12-bell music available 
in today’s handbell literature and present ideas for ways to adapt this music to 
your situation – making it possible for various number of ringers to perform it.  
You’ll also learn creative ways to enhance these arrangements. 

   Instructor: Pat Latshaw 
 
______ Stained Glass Tour ~ Come explore the stained glass window in our sanctuary 

symbolizing our faith from Genesis to Revelations. Learn how God’s chosen 
leaders come alive through innovative stained glass techniques. 

    Instructor: Cheryl Mattke artist/retired art teacher 
 

IF NOT REGISTERING ON-LINE, PLEASE MAIL THIS FORM IN WITH YOUR 
REGISTRATION FORM 


